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 I haven’t been so relaxed for a long time ... Today , I found this place, the 
little alcove where I’m can’t be watched through the telescreen. It represents the 
freedom for me ! At any time, in any place we may be watched through the telescreens 
or by the Thought Police, here I can do what I want, I can speak ... Of course the 
telescreen can hear me that’s why I thought the best thing to do is to write this diary 
which will be able to be read when I should have died ... 
 As usual, I went to the Minitrue today. When I arrived I noticed that it was 
missing some people in the offices. It seemed me strange but since Oceania is under 
the control of BB, everything’s strange. I sat to my office and started to work. When 
I’m working I can’t do anything other because I know that I’m watched. Even if I want 
to take a little break or to drink a coffee, I don’t dare ... During the morning (I don’t 
know the time because we’re not allowed to have a clock in our office), the telescreen 
broadcast us a vocal message : “Because of our budget, the Minitrue had to downsize . 
Keep working if you don’t want to be the next ones.” The message was clear and I 
kept working the whole day. When the bell rang, I took my things and run out. One of 
my colleague was a friend, and I worried about him. Coming back home, I passed 
before his home. His flat was being emptied by three men. They must have been the 
Thought Police. I understood I’ll never see again my friend and all my colleague. It’s 
not the first time this sort of case has happened. We know that they were sent to the 
Alive Mountain (said Lifmount in Newspeak). Each person sent to this place hasn’t 
come back. Some people say that in these mountains BB “welcomes” everybody he 
want to see dead... 
 Since BB controls Oceania, everybody’s life has changed. I feel like a robot, 
like a machine ! We haven’t our own opinions, our own tastes anymore... we haven’t 
got the control of our life anymore 
 Tomorrow I’ll live like every day, but now I can speak, I can Say what I 
want using this diary. I’ll write tomorrow... if I’m still alive... 


